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DISCLAIMER

These presentation slides and the accompanying verbal presentation (the “Presentation Materials”) do not constitute or form part of any offer for sale or subscription or any solicitation for any offer to buy or subscribe for any securities. While all reasonable care has been taken to ensure that 
the facts stated in these Presentation Materials are accurate and that any forecasts, opinions and expectations contained therein are fair and reasonable, nor its subsidiaries nor any of their respective directors, officers, employees, agents or advisers makes any representation or warranty,
express or implied, as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the Presentation Materials or opinions contained therein. Each recipient of these Presentation Materials must make its own investigation and assessment of the matters contained therein.

Some or all of the information in the Presentation Materials, or the fact that discussions or negotiations are taking place concerning a possible investment in the Company or any of the terms, conditions or other facts relating to a possible investment may constitute inside information relating to 
the securities of the Company within the meaning of the insider dealing provisions of the Criminal Justice Act 1993 and/or the Market Abuse Regulation (“MAR”). By accepting the Presentation Materials you (i) acknowledge that any inside information disclosed to you in the Presentation
Materials is being received in a Market Sounding (as defined in MAR) in accordance with Article 11 of MAR and (ii) agree not to make use of any of this inside information for the purpose of dealing, or of counselling or procuring any other person to deal, in the securities of the Company.

You are prohibited from using, or attempting to use, the inside information: by acquiring or disposing of, for your own account or for the account of a third party, directly or indirectly, financial instruments relating to that information; or by cancelling or amending an order which has already been

placed concerning a financial instrument to which the information relates.

No representation or warranty is given, and no responsibility or liability is accepted, as to the achievement or reasonableness of any future projections or the assumptions underlying them, or any forecasts, estimates, or statements as to prospects contained or referred to in these Presentation

Materials. No responsibility or liability whatsoever is accepted by the Company for any loss howsoever arising from any use of, or in connection with, these Presentation Materials or their contents or otherwise arising in connection therewith. Nothing herein shall limit the liability of any person 
for their own fraud. In issuing these presentation materials, the Company does not undertake any obligation to update or to correct any omissions or inaccuracies which may become apparent in these presentation materials.

These Presentation Materials contains forward-looking statements and the Company’s proposed strategy, plans and objectives. Such statements are generally identifiable by the terminology used, such as “may”, “will”, “could”, “should”, “would”, “anticipate'', “believe'', “intend”, “expect”, “plan”,
“estimate”, “budget'', “outlook'' or other similar wording. By its very nature, such forward-looking information requires the Company to make assumptions that may not materialise or that may not be accurate. Such forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and
other important factors beyond the control of the Company that could cause the actual performance or achievements of the Company to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Such factors
include, but are not limited to: general economic, market and business conditions, as well as specific factors including the success of the Company’s research and development and commercialisation strategies, the uncertainties related to regulatory clearance and the acceptance of the
Group’s products by customers.

These Presentation Materials are being supplied to you for your own information and may not be distributed, published, reproduced or otherwise made available to any other person, in whole or in part, for any purposes whatsoever. In particular, they should not be distributed to or otherwise 
made available to persons with addresses in Canada, Australia, Japan, the Republic of Ireland, the Republic of South Africa or the United States, its territories or possessions or in any other country outside the United Kingdom where such distribution or availability may lead to a breach of any
law or regulatory requirements.

The distribution of these Presentation Materials in other jurisdictions may be restricted by law, and persons into whose possession these Presentation Materials come should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may 
constitute a violation of the laws of the relevant jurisdiction. The Company’s securities have not been and will not be registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities Act"), or the securities laws of any state or other jurisdiction of the United States and
may not be offered and sold in the United States except pursuant to an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act. There will be no public offering of Company Securities in the United States.

The content of these Presentation Materials has not been approved by an authorised person within the meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“FSMA”). Reliance on the Presentation Materials for the purpose of engaging in any investment activity may expose an individual 
to a significant risk of losing all of the property or other assets invested. Any person who is in any doubt about the subject matter to which this presentation relates should consult a person duly authorised for the purposes of FSMA who specialises in the acquisition of shares and other
securities.

www.afcenergy.com
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Agenda  

10:00am Arrivals and registration

10:15am Welcome

10:20am Introduction to AFC Energy 

10:35am H-PowerTM EV Charger

11:00am Demonstration of H-PowerTM EV Charger

11:15am Announcement 

11:30am Q&A

12:00pm Conclude 
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Housekeeping

• Presentations will be published on our web page or can be
obtained from info@afcenergy.com.

• All mobile phones to be set on silent please.

• No smoking is allowed on site.

• Be aware of safety signs and remain in compliance. If in
doubt please seek assistance from an AFC Energy
representative.

• In the event of an alarm follow the instructions from the AFC
Energy representatives.

• If in the unlikely event, evacuation is required, AFC Energy
representatives will escort everyone to a nearby muster point,
Please follow their instructions and walk in an orderly fashion
to the muster point.

• Toilet access is located in the reception area.

• For further information on our products please visit
www.afcenergy.com or arrange for a visit by calling 01483
276726.
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Introduction to AFC Energy
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AFC Energy - Introduction

Who We Are: 
Recognised global leader in Alkaline Hydrogen Fuel Cell technology 

Our Core Vision: 
To be a leading provider of low-cost clean energy solutions across the 
Hydrogen Value Chain

Key Short-Term Market Focus: 
Electric Vehicle Charging 
Distributed Power Generation

Our Technology has been developed to:  
be modular, scalable and easily transportable
have high efficiency (~60% at fuel cell module)
support glide path to net zero emissions when used in portfolio technology setting
integrate with energy storage for fast response / rapid power dispatch
be grid independent, and
enable flexible siting – outdoor, enclosed, containerised 
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AFC Energy’s Technology Platform

HydroX-Cell(L)TM Alkaline Fuel Cell HydroX-Cell(S)TM Alkaline Fuel Cell 

Modular Stack 10kW

Scalable to multi MW applications 

Accepts Low grade H2

Zero Greenhouse emission 

Liquid Electrolyte Solid Membrane

Stationary Stationary and mobile

Operation density 220mA/cm2 Operations density >1000mA/cm2

Available now Available 2022
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AFC Energy’s Technology Scalability

HydroX-Cell(L) 10kW stack (left) and HydroX-Cell(S) 10kW stack (right) 72kWh (scalable) Hydrogen 
Fuelled EV Charger Unit

40ft ISO Container – 160kW (June 2020) / 400+kW (June 2021) / 1-2MW (2022) Multi-MW Rendered Off Grid Fuel Cell 
Installation
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So Why EV Charging? 

9
Government has focused on EVs to decarbonise the economy obliging us all to look at alternative technologies



The H-PowerTM EV Charger 
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The Electric Vehicle Revolution

The EV has arrived and is an increasingly large proportion of the market.

By 2025 an estimated 100 million EV’s will be on the road worldwide.

In 2019 UK EV sales are up by 378% (SMMT).

Doubling total number of EVs on the UK roads.

The market will continue to grow rapidly to meet Government targets.

To resolve consumer concerns over range battery performance and 

charging infrastructure will increase
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EV Charging: The Current Paradigm
Currently…

Most EV’s are charged at home, or at a third party, network connected 
charging point.

Need to grow en-route and destination charging infrastructure to improve 
usability and eliminate range anxiety

There are six risks for operators
Can my DNO supply the power needed?

When can my DNO upgrade its supply and how much will it cost?

How fast will EV grow?

What proportion of charging will be made en-route or at destination?

How will battery size and technology change?

Will government policy change?

With so much uncertainty can you afford to

Estimate demand, finance and wait for a grid upgrade now

Wait for demand to grow and potentially lose control and revenue

AFC Energy’s solution - low entry cost which can grow with demand
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Risk – network reinforcement 

Some context to these points:

This year, a large Council approached their DNO to reinforce their power 
supply…

They were told that a realistic time frame for works to start was …  
7–10 years

Waiting this long would mean failing to meet policy makers expectations.

Why could this happen, because there are :

Technical constraints,

Planning constraints,

Environmental constraints,

Political constraints, and

Financial constraints…amongst many others.
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Context : One Car = New Housing Estate 

Early electric cars had low charging rates:

A typical electric car (Nissan Leaf) has an overnight charge 

rate of 3.6 kW, and a fast charge rate of 46 kW

Industry is already launching vehicles with faster charging 

rates 

The current fastest charger is ~350 kW, and the current 

fastest charge rate acceptable by a car is 210 kW

All constrained by network supply infrastructure
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Example: 

To give context the average UK house has a mean load of 0.430 kW

A single car charging at the 210kW rate is equivalent to the load of 
nearly 500 houses!

Additionally, few electric cars are used for long battery draining 
journeys… which is all set to change



EV Charging: An Opportunity.

Customer service = availability, speed of charge, convenience and ease of use

Car Parks are, of course, the ideal “away from home” charging location both for…

Consumers, and
Fleets

Need to upgrade traditional car park power supply infrastructure which may be limited.

cost – may vary from £ 000s to £ millions... 

timing – may vary from months to years...

Investment decision - do I upgrade for demand today, 2030 or 2040? 

The need is for an appropriate solution which can be deployed and scaled rapidly 
to match demand and overcome constraints.
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EV Charging: Flexible/transitional solution

Long term - the low cost solution may possibly be the Grid 

(economies of scale)

Short to medium term - a flexible or transitional solution

Traditionally, the domain of diesel and gas generators

... but, EVs need a clean non polluting solution.

Which is why you need an H-PowerTM EV Charger 
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EV Charging: The Solution

Introducing the AFC Energy H-PowerTM EV Charger solution…
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H-PowerTM EV Charger : What are our customers asking for?
Needs AFC Energy Product spec
End users

Fast and rapid charging ü
DC and AC supply ü
Availability (24/7) ü
Competitive pricing ü
No emissions ü

Operators

Availability (deployable now) ü
High utilisation ü
Health and Safety Compliant ü
Low fuel quality ü
Low financial risk ü
Low commercial risk ü Scalable modular design can grow with demand

Site agnostic ü Redeployable 18



H-PowerTM EV Charger

How novel is this, and why is now the right time?

Fuel cells are not new – they were used to power the Apollo space missions... over half a century ago.

The technology is well proven and is coupled to simple ancillaries. This means it is reliable and requires little maintenance.

They were expensive and struggled to compete in a carbon obsessed world, where emissions were assigned zero negative value.

Comparison with fossil fuel solutions misleading as target market is where grid and temporary diesel are not available

Building world class product support network
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H-PowerTM EV Charger : The Future is Here.

Demonstration Model is out NOW 
and available to view and test.

Production Models are available 
from June 2020.
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H-PowerTM EV Charger : Timeline for Delivery and Pricing 

Pricing

Initial capital investment from £5,100 per kW to £10,500 per kW 

dependent on capacity dependent on size and configuration

Operating cost of 30p/kWh (using ammonia fuel) for fast and 

rapid charging

Tailored solutions

Non-standard sizes available

Battery and fuel cell size can be varied to manage availability

Bespoke solutions available including local private micro grids.  

We can find operating partners to take off balance sheet.

We will procure fuel if customer desires 21

H-PowerTM EV Charger 

20kW available now for delivery in 2020

160kW available now for delivery June 2020

480kW available for delivery from 2021

1MW+ available for delivery from 2022

Standard modules – increasing capacity as market grows



Demonstration of H-PowerTM EV Charger 
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H-PowerTM EV Charger 
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Announcement 
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AFC Energy “Official EV Charging Partner” to the British Motor Show 2020 
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Q&A 
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www.afcenergy.com

Thank you for your kind attention.


